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 This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent in from 
scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be sending this out from 
time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of the program. If you have a problem 
or issue that needs to be addressed send an email to the editor and we will get your problem 
addressed immediately and keep all of the users informed of the problems/solutions involved. 
 Update 3.0.0.5 is Available for Downloading The updated version 3.0.0.5 is now available for download. This update has the updated records 
list for AWSA, IWWF and NCWSA records. The updated list of Tricks approved by the IWWF 
and available for use in any tournament that is being scored using the IWWF Rules set. AWSA 
has NOT approved the tricks as of today, but it is going to be sent to the Board of Directors for 
review very shortly. Dave also fixed several glitches in the program that were really causing 
some of us great heartburn to say the least. 
 
Team Summary Sorting Not Working Properly The sorting of the scores was not working properly when calculating placement points 
based on total score. This has been fixed. 
 
Repeat Tricks Are Not Being Recognized In Second Pass When the same tricks listed in pass 1 are entered in pass 2 they are not being recognized as 
repeats. This error caught us by surprise and it has now been fixed. 
 
New IWWF Front Flip Codes And Scores Added To Table The IWWF has redefined the Front Flip (FFL) and changed the scores for the tricks. At this time 
they can only be cored for credit in a tournament that is using the IWWF Rules set in the setup 
and cannot be scored in a tournament using the AWSA Rules set until approved by the AWSA 
Board of Directors.  
 
There will be two allowed styles of Front Flip referred to as an inside the line front flip and an 
outside the line front flip. An outside the line flip means that when the skier is going from right 
to left as seen from the boat, the skier’s left hand (or both hands) must remain on the handle 
during the trick and at the landing. An inside the line flip going from right to left means 
that the skier releases the handle from the left hand and lands holding the handle with the right 
hand. After January 1,2017, only outside the line front flips will be credited. 
 
The reverse WFLIPF(I or O) is defined as a WFLIPF(I or O) travelling in the opposite direction 
(right to left vs. left to right) from the original WFLIPF(I or O) , immediately following it. A 
WFLIPFI is considered a reverse of either the WFLIPFI or the WFLIPFO. 
 
The codes and scores for WSTIMS for these flips are: 
 FFLI 700  
 FFLO  800 



R will designate the reverse as usual and the point values are the same as the basic flip. 
 
Most of you will not encounter these flips, but if you do you will be prepared. The Judges might 
not be, but you will be on top of it! 
 
Hope all of you are able to get back out on the water and are ready for a great new year. 
 
 


